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Introducing A New Language To Ages 0-2 

As with any other skill, children develop at different rates. The same applies to 
language acquisition and ability. The most important part of introducing a language 
to children is exposure and repetition. Exposure can be through music, singing, 
reading, storytelling, and playing simple hand games. The more exposure infants 
and toddlers have to a language, the better. Repetition s key. 
 
How they process this exposure will vary based on their developmental stage. An 
infant, in most cases, will not be able to repeat the word back to you, or identify an 
object. Whereas, a two-year-old should be able to after a good amount of language 
exposure.  
 
The language acquisition goals at the 0-2 stage should be focused on having 
realistic expectations. Children of these ages have very limited verbal skills. Your 
input is of utmost importance. Stories, songs, games are the key to not only 
engaging them, but teaching them to use the language. It may take time for them 
to realize that there are multiple ways to express the same thing. This may be 
difficult or confusing for some, but patience and continuous exposure to the 
language, the acquisition will happen.  
 
With a focus on play and exposure, here are age-appropriate suggestions for the 
Zid Zid Quests - Year 1.  
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Our Recommendations and Ideas 
 

Colors Quest 

Infant 
Read a book that focuses on colors to them while substituting the Spanish vocabulary.  
When playing with toys, identify the colors on the toys in Spanish (This bear has a tie 
that is rojo.) 

Toddler 
Play a game of I-Spy with the colores. (I spy something… azul.)  
Print Zid Zid Colors Flashcards. Use them to review at home or on the go.  

 

 

Numbers Quest 

Infant 
While changing shoes, or just playing, count their toes or fingers in Spanish. When 
feeding them, count the bits of food that you feed them in Spanish ( Here are tres 
pieces of banana! Uno, dos, tres!) 

Toddler 
Make mealtime counting time. Have them count the pieces of food that they have. 
Practice writing numbers when coloring.  

 

 

Shapes Quest 

Infant 
If available, find toys in the form of shapes and have the child play with them. Say the 
name of the shape to them while they're playing (This is a cuadrado.). Trace and say 
shapes on your child's hand or draw them in the air. If playing with toys, such as blocks, 
arrange the blocks in a shape.  

Toddler 
Go on a scavenger hunt to find shapes in the house. Repeat the shape's name when it 
has been found. (The table is a rectángulo). When reading a book about shapes, have 
your toddler trace the shape and say it in Spanish.  
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Seasons Quest 

Infant 
Take advantage of the weather while outside. When it's sunny, tell them and point out 
the weather (Oh, it's so sunny! Hace sol! *points to sun*) Make an easy sensory 
experience. Set the child in the highchair, and let them play with ice. Guide them with 
words like, hace frío.  

Toddler 
During water play, engage with ice and water. Use a watering can and review llueve. 
Add ice in for hace frío. Pretend that the bubbles are snow, nieve. When reading books, 
discuss the weather you see in the pictures. Choose books from a variety of seasons 
and holidays for extra fun! 

 

 

Hello and Goodbye Quests 

Infant 
Practice waving hello and goodbye. Play peek-a-boo with hello and goodbye in Spanish.  

Toddler 
Talk about introducing yourself when meeting a new friend. Hola, me llamo Sam. 
Practice saying hello and goodbye to people wherever you go! Put a smile on 
someone's face by doing it in multiple languages! 

 

 

Five Senses Quest 

Infant 
Explore: find different textures (blankets, frozen peas, a balloon, jello) and let your little 
one play with their hands. Taste: when appropriate, give your child the opportunity to 
play with different tastes: yogurt, a slice of lemon, banana, vegetables, etc.  

Toddler 
Create a Sensory Bin together: take a shoebox and fill it with dry rice or beans. Then, 
put different objects in the box such as pom poms, dice, and other interesting objects. 
Have your child feel around and play! Mystery Snack. Have a few different snacks that 
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your child loves. Have them close/cover their eyes and take a bite, then guess what the 
snack was based on their senses. Guide with Spanish vocabulary.  

 
 

My Body Quest 

Infant 
Simon Says (without the Simon i.e. "touch your nose" rather than "Simon says, 'touch 
your nose.'" Where's his nose? (find a doll/ stuffed animal and point out all body parts in 
vocabulary) 

Toddler 
Play Simon Says together or, Pin the Tail (nose, ear, etc) on the donkey. 

 

 

Family Quest 

Infant 
Playing with family members and using the Spanish word for them (Look! It's your 
hermano!). Look through photos and identifying people in Spanish.  

Toddler 
Make a simple family tree or make your own family album and discuss who people are, 
use key Spanish vocabulary along the way. 

 
¡Vámonos! 
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